[Stage III non-small cell lung cancers: prospects of concomitant radiochemotherapy].
The prognosis of stage III non small cell lung cancer is reportedly poor, particularly in patients with mediastinal lymph node involvement. These patients may be either good surgical candidates, marginally resectable, or inoperable for technical or medical reasons, but, in any case, surgery and/or radiotherapy are curative in only a minority of them. The high incidence of early distant failures underscores the need for early and effective systemic therapy in association with local treatment, since occult metastatic disease is present in most patients at the time of diagnosis. Recent phase III trials have demonstrated significant benefit to induction chemotherapy prior to irradiation or surgery in reducing the distant metastasis rate. However, poor local control remains a major issue in these locally advanced tumors. In patients with inoperable disease, the concomitant use of chemotherapy along with radiotherapy substantially improves local control. For operable patients, induction chemotherapy with concomitant moderate-dose radiotherapy improves local control as well, and may facilitate surgical resection in marginally operable cases. Currently, a number of phase II clinical trials report encouraging results with concomitant chemoradiotherapy used either prior to surgery or with curative intent in locally advanced non small cell lung cancer.